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●                                                                               → (all possible outcomes) 
sample space.

Probability

Think of throwing a coin three times in a row:

● Each subset            is called event.

● The set of all possible events (  -algebra)         .

● Probability: 

● Non-negative: 

● Linear           : 

● Normalized   : 
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●                                                    → (conditional probability).

Probability (conditional)

Probability of event     given event            :

Bayes theorem:

●                                                    → (Bayes theorem).

(Statistically) independent events:

●                                                    → (statistical independent).

● Particle physics is a unique field where statistical independence of event is 
perfectly fulfilled for an incredibly large sample space. 
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Interpretation paradigms

● Mathematical results need to be interpreted:

● Frequentist: ● Bayesian:

Relative frequency converges 
to probability.

Example: 500 independent coin flips: Quantification of my degree 
of belief that event     turns 
out to be true.

Makes sense also for 
“experiments”, which can not 
be repeated.

Requires reasonable 
implementation of probability 
distribution (usually coincides 
with Frequentist interpretation, 
where overlaps, but not 
always).

+

-
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Bayesian statistics and prior knowledge

● In Bayesian statistics: “my degree of belief” that event     turns out to be true 
depends on my prejudice (→ prior knowledge):

Posterior 
Probability

Likelihood

Prior 
probability

→ (Bayes theorem).

This is usually an 
open point. 

Probability of a 
given outcome 
of the 
experiment for 
a given model.

● Mapped to our use case: does the measurement support my physics model?
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Exercise-1: Prior @ work

Assume there is a decease which          of the population have (→ this is your prior). 
Assume there is a test that diagnoses this decease with a probability of        , while 
it gives false positive results with a probability of      .

a) Your test is positive. Calculate the 
probability that you are ill.
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Exercise-1: Prior @ work

Assume there is a decease which          of the population have (→ this is your prior). 
Assume there is a test that diagnoses this decease with a probability of        , while 
it gives false positive results with a probability of      .

a) Your test is positive. Calculate the 
probability that you are ill.

a)
b) How does the result change if you redo 

the test and it is positive again?
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Probability density functions

● In general we assume the underlying statistics model to follow a given probability 
density function. 

● Most prominent examples:

● Probability density distributions are themselves functions of parameters. 

Poisson: Gaussian:

e.g. for counting experiments (like 
for cross sections).

e.g. for parameter estimates (like 
for mass measurements) .

● If it is the target of the measurement we often call it parameter of interest (POI), 
otherwise we often call it nuisance parameter (often indicated by   ). 
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Confidence intervals

● Confidence intervals allow statements about parameters in models.

Double sided (measurement): Single sided (limit):

● Interpretation depending on paradigm:

Bayesian:

Probability of truth to lie in 
given interval. 

Frequentist:

Probability to make given 
observation for a given truth. 
Esp. no probability for “truth 
to be true” 

● We will concentrate on single sided confidence intervals (→ used for upper limits).
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Upper limit

● With the upper limit on a model POI   , for a given observation        (or        ) we 
search for the largest value of    for which the probability to make an observation of  
              (or                ) is less than a value    .

● We call this value of    the upper limit on    at the confidence level (CL)          . 
During the next slides we will indicate this quantity by         .

Meaning:

For                in 95% of all outcomes of the same experiment    (or    ) would have 
been larger then        (or        ) . For                this fraction would be even larger. The 
observation restricts    to be not larger than         at 95% CL.

Question:

Is                      or                     ?

● We particle physics we usually use               (→ 95% CL limit).
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Confidence interval construction (Frequentist)

● Here shown for 95% CL upper limit on a parameter    of a Gaussian distributed 
random variable        :

● For each value of    find single 
sided confidence interval for 
given    (e.g.               ).

● Interconnect interval edges.

● For a given observation find the 
largest value for    where        is 
still contained in the interval.

● Neyman construction:

Assume                 .
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Confidence interval construction (Frequentist)

● Here shown for 95% CL upper limit on a parameter    of a Poisson distributed 
random variable        :

● For each value of    find single 
sided confidence interval for 
given    (e.g.               ).

● Interconnect interval edges.

● For a given observation find the 
largest value for    where        is 
still contained in the interval.

● Neyman construction:

Assume               .

● Note steps due to discrete nature 
of Poisson distribution.
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Coverage

● For a given limit procedure you can calculate for each value of    the exact proba-
bility to exclude the theory:

● For our Poisson example:

● Coverage:

● Over coverage (→ exclusion 
statement more conservative).
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Exercise-2: Frequentist limit

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0 due to already 
known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true value    of 
the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 

a) Calculate the exclusion probability (i.e. 
the probability to observe more than 2 
events) for the values of    given in the 
table on the right:

NB: in root you can use the function given below for your 
calculation. Vary    for fixed                until              . 
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● Calculate posterior                     
for known prior, likelihood &        .

Confidence interval construction (Bayesian)

● Assign prior                 to model to 
be true and likelihood                    .

● Here shown for 95% CL upper limit on a parameter    of an arbitrarily distributed 
random variable        :

● Bayesian limit:

● Determine         such that:

Requires numerical 
integration of posterior.
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Exercise-3: Bayesian limit

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0 due to already 
known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true value    of 
the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 

a) Calculate the 95% CL limit on    for        
               and a flat prior.

NB: the macro below calculates    for you by numerical integration 
of the posterior. Vary    for fixed                 until              .
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Exercise-3: Bayesian limit

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0 due to already 
known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true value    of 
the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 

a) Calculate the 95% CL limit on    for        
               and a flat prior.

a)
b) Do the same calculation for the prior      

                       .

NB: the macro below calculates    for you by numerical integration 
of the posterior. Vary    for fixed                 until              .
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Exercise-3: Bayesian limit

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0 due to already 
known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true value    of 
the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 

a) Calculate the 95% CL limit on    for        
               and a flat prior.

a)
b) Do the same calculation for the prior      

                       .

NB: the macro below calculates    for you by numerical integration 
of the posterior. Vary    for fixed                 until              .
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Summary (lecture part-I)

● Short recap of basics about probabilities. 

● Confidence intervals and limits. 

● Frequentist limit construction.

● Bayesian limit construction.
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Excluding signal on top of a known background

● Usually expected number of events is a sum of (perfectly known) number of 
background events plus potential signal events:

● Determine limit on   . To obtain limit on    use               . Assume    to be perfectly 
known for the time being.
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● Assume additional number of 
events due to    (in signal region) 
to be small:

Exclusion sensitivity

● With          it makes sense to talk about the sensitivity of an experiment to exclude a 
certain model.

            → low  sensitivity.
            → high sensitivity.

● Calculate limit for toy experiments 
for          (         , here Poisson 
distributed).

● Usually quote expected exclusion 
limit in terms of quantiles of the 
resulting probability distribution 
for        .

Example: 95% CL upper limit on          
in absence of signal for          and using 
Frequentist limit setting.
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Limits near boundaries

● Problem: Frequentist limit can fall far below actual exclusion sensitivity and even 
lead to unphysical results (e.g. in case of “under fluctuations” of   .)

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.

Example: 95% CL upper limit on          
in absence of signal for          and using 
Frequentist limit setting.
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Limits near boundaries

● Problem: Frequentist limit can fall far below actual exclusion sensitivity and even 
lead to unphysical results (e.g. in case of “under fluctuations” of   .)

Countermeasures:

● Bayesian limit allows to 
incorporate prior knowledge 
about physical boundaries.

● Modify Frequentist limit to 
prevent exclusion far beyond 
sensitivity.

Example: 95% CL upper limit on          
in absence of signal for          and using 
Frequentist limit setting.

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.
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Exercise-4: Limits near a boundary

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0, 2, 3, 5 due to 
already known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true 
value    of the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 

a) Use the numerical integration for the Bayesian limit, modify it to incorporate   and 
complete the table below.

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.

NB: for this exercise modify the macro      
                            or use the macro given 
below in the same way.
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Exercise-4: Limits near a boundary
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value    of the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 
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complete the table below.
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                            or use the macro given 
below in the same way.
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Modified Frequentist limit (CLs)

● Prevent exclusion beyond sensitivity of the experiment (“modified Frequentist limit”).

Example: CLs value for           ,          ,   
                 .

●                                       , i.e. 
larger signal required to reach the 
same CL for exclusion.

● Zero signal never excluded.
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Exercise-4: Limits near a boundary

a) Use the numerical integration for the Bayesian limit, modify it to incorporate   and 
 complete the table below.

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.

a)
b) Calculate the limits using the modified Frequentist approach and CLs.

NB: for this exercise use the macro

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0, 2, 3, 5 due to 
already known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true 
value    of the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 
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Exercise-4: Limits near a boundary

a) Use the numerical integration for the Bayesian limit, modify it to incorporate   and 
 complete the table below.

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.

a)
b) Calculate the limits using the modified Frequentist approach and CLs.

NB: for this exercise use the macro

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0, 2, 3, 5 due to 
already known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true 
value    of the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 
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Coverage (CLs)

● CLs limit has always over coverage (→ more conservative than pure Frequentist 
approach).
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Summary (lecture part-II)

● Limits for signal on top of a known background. 

● Problems of Frequentist approach near physical boundaries. 

● Differences between Frequentist and Bayesian limit setting.

● Modified Frequentist limit (→ CLs).
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Limits w/ systematic uncertainties

● Take previous example and extend model by two 
typical systematic uncertainties:

Simple likelihood model:

(counting experiment)

(luminosity estimate)

(background estimate)

Signal model:

Uncertainty model:

● Even simple experiments quickly 
turn into complex multi-parameter 
problems.
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Limits w/ systematic uncertainties

● Take previous example and extend model by two 
typical systematic uncertainties:

● Even simple experiments quickly 
turn into complex multi-parameter 
problems.

● Here interpret as estimate of three 
observables                        , based 
on likelihood function with three 
parameters (two nuisance 
parameters           and one POI     ).

Bayesian:

Integrate over nuisance 
parameters and apply 
Bayesian limit procedure 
on POI. 

Frequentist:

Neyman construction in 6d 
not feasible.

Integrate over nuisance 
parameters; apply Neyman 
construction on POI 
(→ hybrid method).

● → 3d likelihood! 
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Exercise-5: Limits w/ systematic uncertainties

Complete the table below for a limit with 10% uncertainty on the luminosity.

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0, 2, 3, 5 due to 
already known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true 
value    of the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 

NB: for this exercise use the macro
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Exercise-5: Limits w/ systematic uncertainties

Complete the table below for a limit with 10% uncertainty on the luminosity.

Uncert’s from 68% quantile.

NB: for this exercise use the macro

Assume you have an observation of 1 event, were you expect 0, 2, 3, 5 due to 
already known processes. You want to quote a 95% CL upper limit on the true 
value    of the expected events for a Poisson distributed signal model. 
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Limits w/ multiple channels

● Take previous example (for simplicity again w/o uncert’s) & extend to multiple 
channels, e.g. in form of a binned distribution:

Signal + known background (in 25 bins):

Product of individual probability 
densities for each bin.

background signal

● Neyman construction in (2·25)d not feasible.

● Use appropriate test statistic that maps 25d 
sample space to    . 
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Proper choice of test statistic

● Formally base limit on hypothesis test:

● For                     this ratio 
turns into a difference. 

Fundamental lemma of Neyman-Pearson:

is the most powerful test at significance level     
for a threshold   .

when performing a test between      and      the 
likelihood ratio test, which rejects      in favor of       
     when 

● Best choice for hypothesis 
separation → likelihood ratio.

● Exact form of likelihood 
ratio used in HEP evolved 
over time.
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Example: Higgs searches (LEP ~2000 – 2005)

● Test signal (     , for fixed mass,    , and fixed signal strength,   ) vs. background-
only (     ).

● Interpret                  as probability for     given         (like in Bayesian 
statistics → hybrid method).

● Integrate over all     (→ marginalization) and make Neyman construction.
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Higgs searches @ LEP

si
gn

al
ba

ck
gr

ou
n

d

signal-like background-
like

● Determine probability densities for   
           (for exp. limits) from toys.
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Example: Higgs searches (Tevatron ~2005 – 2010)

● Test signal (     , for fixed mass,    , and fixed signal strength,   ) vs. background-
only (     ).

● Interpret                  as probability for     given         (like in Bayesian 
statistics → hybrid method).

● Determine best fit values                for all     from initial fit under both 
hypotheses before marginalization (→ profiling).
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      hypothesis tests @ LHC

● Test statistic:                                     .

● Determine probability densities for            (for 
expected limits) from toys.
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Example: Higgs searches (LHC ~2010 – now)

● Test signal (     , for fixed mass,    , and fixed signal strength,   ) vs. background-
only (     ).

● Interpret                  as probability for     given         (like in Bayesian 
statistics → hybrid method).

● Profile numerator for fixed    and denominator for                   
(→ profile likelihood ratio).
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Profile likelihood ratio (→ asymptotic limit)

● Since numerator always smaller than denominator           .

● In the large number limit probability density              can be approximated by 
analytical function (→ see arXiv:1007.1727):

●    can be estimated from Asimov dataset of   -only hypothesis to be                    .

https://arxiv.org/abs/1007.1727
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Asimov dataset

● Defined such that when one uses it to evaluate the estimators for all parameters   
            one obtains the true parameter values.

● In practice obtain Asimov dataset by adding all MC templates with nuisance 
parameters at expected values to obtain exact expectation (→ assume no 
biases).
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Confidence intervals

● Confidence intervals obtained from cumulative distribution functions of              .

● Limit can be obtained from knowledge of       and      only → no need for toys! 
Expected limit (for         ) obtained from quantiles of CLs from     .

Failing example
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Limits @ the LHC

● Last published limit before Higgs boson discovery (example from CMS):

PLB710(2012)26-48

● Five different final states, O(2500) 
nuisance parameters.

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-11-032/index.html
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Summary (lecture part-III)

● Limits for multichannel measurements (e.g. binned distributions). 

● Likelihood ratio test. 

● Asymptotic approximation.
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Backup
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Relation between Poisson &     distribution

● Relation between sum over Poisson terms and     distribution:

● Standard root functions for the evaluation of     :

Returns the upper boundary of the integral                                 for which the 

integral has the value           (→ quantile to value         ).  
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